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Significance: Genomic sequences of 159 isolates of the malaria parasite *Plasmodium falciparum* exhibited highly unusual patterns of single-nucleotide polymorphism. We hypothesized that these patterns might result from the repeated bottlenecks in host–vector and vector–host transmission as well as the intense competition between parasites within a single host. Computer simulations of the malaria life cycle recapitulated the unusual patterns of polymorphism observed. In the classical Wright-Fisher (WF) model in population genetics, random changes in gene frequency caused by finite population size (random drift) diminish the efficiency of natural selection. The trade-off between drift and selection has been widely assumed to be robust to details of the life cycle. In the malaria parasite, however, both selection and drift are simultaneously enhanced.
Abstract

Analysis of genome sequences of 159 isolates of *Plasmodium falciparum* from Senegal yields an extraordinarily high proportion (26.85%) of protein-coding genes with the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphism greater than one. This proportion is much greater than observed in other organisms. Also unusual is that the site-frequency spectra of synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms are virtually indistinguishable. We hypothesized that the complicated life cycle of malaria parasites might lead to qualitatively different population genetics from that predicted from the classical Wright-Fisher (WF) model, which assumes a single random-mating population with a finite and constant population size in an organism with nonoverlapping generations. This paper summarizes simulation studies of random genetic drift and selection in malaria parasites that takes into account their unusual life history. Our results show that random genetic drift in the malaria life cycle is more pronounced than under the WF model. Paradoxically, the efficiency of purifying selection in the malaria life cycle is also greater than under WF, while the relative efficiency of positive selection varies according to conditions. Additionally, the site-frequency spectrum under neutrality is also more skewed toward low frequency alleles than expected with WF. These results highlight the importance of considering the malaria life cycle when applying existing population genetic tools based on the WF model. The same caveat applies to other species with similarly complex life cycles.
Introduction

Malaria, caused by the parasite, *Plasmodium falciparum*, is one of the major causes of death worldwide. To aid the development of vaccines and drug treatments for malaria, researchers have studied the *P. falciparum* genome and identified genes that are essential to malaria parasites as well as genes that are related to drug-resistance phenotypes using population genetic tools (1-6). Researchers have also focused on particular genes related to drug resistance and characterized the evolutionary pathways of emerging drug resistance using *Escherichia coli* and *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* as model systems (7-10).

Malaria parasites have a complex life cycle with two types of host organisms — humans and female *Anopheles* mosquitoes. Malaria parasites are transmitted from mosquito to humans through the bite of an infected mosquito. In the human host, the parasite reproduces asexually multiple times, and the within-human population size increases from $10^{10}$ to $10^{13}$ within a few weeks. When another female mosquito feeds on the blood of the infected human, $10^{3}$ malaria gametocytes are transmitted back to the mosquito host, and these immature gametes undergo maturation, fuse to form zygotes, undergo sexual recombination and meiosis, and the resulting haploid cells reproduce asexually and form sporozoites that migrate to the salivary glands to complete the life cycle (11). These features of the malaria life cycle
pose potential problems when attempting to analyze population genetic data
using simpler models of life history and reproduction.

Much of population genetics theory is based on the concept of a Wright-Fisher (WF) population (12, 13). In the WF model, the population size is constant, generations are non-overlapping, and each new generation is formed by sampling parents with replacement from the current generation. The major differences between the malaria life cycle and the WF model are that each malaria life cycle includes two transmissions, multiple generations of asexual reproduction, and population expansions and bottlenecks. Before population genetic inferences can be conducted through analysis based on WF assumptions, it is necessary to determine whether the malaria life cycle is sufficiently well described by the WF model. If the life cycle impacts features of population genetics, then inferences based on conventional interpretations of the WF model may need to be adjusted.

In a previous study based on only 25 parasite isolates, we observed two unusual patterns in the *P. falciparum* genome that had not been reported in any other organism (4). First, we observed synonymous and nonsynonymous site-frequency spectra that were more similar than expected given that nonsynonymous sites likely experience stronger selection. Second, almost 20\% of the genes showed a ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphism ($\pi_N/\pi_S$) greater than 1. In *D. melanogaster* (14), fewer than 2\% of the genes have $\pi_N/\pi_S$ greater than 1. Because nonsynonymous mutations result in changes to
amino acids, they are likely to have a deleterious effect and exist in low
frequencies in the population or be completely eliminated. In other organisms, the
nonsynonymous site-frequency spectrum is more skewed toward low-frequency
alleles than the synonymous site-frequency spectrum; examples include humans
(15-17), *Oryctolagus cuniculus* (18), *Drosophila melanogaster* (19), and *Capsella
grandiflora* (20).

Potential explanations for these unusual patterns including sequencing
error and annotation error could be ruled out, and dramatically relaxed or
diversifying selection for almost 20% of protein-coding genes seems unlikely.
Although selection on antigens could possibly explain the high prevalence of
genes with $\pi_N$ greater than $\pi_S$, the nonsynonymous site-frequency spectrum is
skewed toward low frequency alleles, which is not what one would expect if
frequency-dependent balancing selection explains the phenomenon. Because of
the complexities of the malaria life cycle, we wondered whether the malaria life
cycle itself could explain part of these unusual patterns. More recent work in *P.
vivax*, a close relative with similar life history to *P. falciparum*, also revealed large
numbers of genes with $\pi_N/\pi_S$ greater than 1 (21), supporting the idea that factors
common to *Plasmodium* species but different from most other species may cause
allele-frequency patterns that deviate from WF expectations.

Although the behavior of the WF model is relatively robust to deviations
from many underlying assumptions, there are examples in which the WF model is
known to perform poorly. For instance, it was recently shown that the effect of
selection is increased relative to the WF model when the distribution of offspring number allows occasional large family sizes (22). While Otto and Whitlock (1997) define a “fixation effective population size,” they also emphasize that it is a function of the selection coefficient when population size changes in time (23). Their results highlight the importance of studying the effect of various reproductive mechanisms on basic evolutionary outcomes. Although there has been research on the evolution of drug resistance in malaria parasites, in both mathematical models and computational simulations (24-27), it has not been ascertained whether the underlying processes of random genetic drift, natural selection, and their interactions yield outcomes in the malaria life cycle that are congruent with those of the WF model.

Here, we sequenced 159 genomes of *P. falciparum* isolates from Senegal and studied the patterns of polymorphism. We find virtually identical site-frequency spectra for synonymous and nonsynonymous polymorphisms, and 26.85% of the protein-coding genes exhibit $\pi_N/\pi_S > 1$. To investigate whether the life cycle could explain the observed unusual patterns of polymorphism, we used Monte-Carlo simulations to examine how the malaria life cycle influences random genetic drift, natural selection, and their interactions. First, we compared quantities from generation to generation between a malaria model and the WF model, including the number of mutant alleles after one generation and probability of loss. Second, we considered properties on a longer time scale, including time to fixation or loss, segregation time, and probability of fixation or
loss. Third, we simulated the site-frequency spectrum under a neutral model with
the malaria life cycle. The flexibility of the simulation framework enables us to
investigate various combinations of selection coefficients. Finally, we discuss the
simulation results and suggest how the malaria life cycle could possibly lead to
these unusual population genetic patterns.

Results

Unusual patterns of genetic diversity

Among genome sequences of 159 isolates of *P. falciparum* from Senegal,
we calculated the ratio of nonsynonymous to synonymous polymorphism \(\pi_N/\pi_S\)
for genes with synonymous polymorphism \(\pi_S\) greater than zero. Among 4395
such genes, 1157 (26.85% ± 0.67%) exhibited a ratio \(\pi_N/\pi_S\) greater than 1. We
also compared the synonymous and nonsynonymous site-frequency spectra, and
found that they are indistinguishable (Mann-Whitney test, \(P\) value = 0.46) (Fig. 1).
These results are consistent with an earlier report based on a much smaller
sample size (4).

Allele frequency change from generation to generation

The forward-time Monte-Carlo simulation framework of the malaria life
cycle is described in detail below (Fig. 2). The key parameters in the model are:
the selective advantage or disadvantage of a mutant allele within the human host
per cycle of asexual reproduction ($s_h$), the selective advantage or disadvantage of a mutant allele within the mosquito vector per cycle of asexual reproduction ($s_m$), the transmission advantage or disadvantage of a mutant allele from the human host to the mosquito vector ($t_m$) and from the mosquito vector to the human host ($t_h$), the number of human hosts ($N$), the number of mosquito vectors per human host ($a$), the number of sporozoites and gametocytes transmitted between the vector and the human host ($D$), the probability that a parasite undergoes replication in a given asexual cycle ($P$), and the number of asexual generations that the parasite population remains at its maximum size (i.e. peak parasitemia) in the human host ($e$). Using this model, we examined random genetic drift during the malaria life cycle by comparing the probability of loss of a selectively neutral mutant allele after one complete life cycle (regarded as one generation in the malaria model) with that after one generation in the WF model. In the malaria model, the probability of loss of a new neutral allele is as high as 74%, whereas it is approximately $e^{-1} \approx 37\%$ under the WF model ($e^{-1}$ is the probability of observing 0 outcomes in a Poisson model with mean 1, which is the approximation of a binomial model with large $n$ and small $p$ where $np = 1$; the latter is equivalent to the WF model). Moreover, while the average frequency is the same, the variance in the frequency of the mutation after one generation in the malaria model is higher than that in the WF model [5.71 (malaria) vs 1.00 (WF)]. These discrepancies indicate that random genetic drift has much stronger effects in the malaria model.
In the case of a non-neutral allele, the probability of loss in the malaria model is greater than that in the WF model (Fig. 3A), irrespective of whether the mutation is beneficial or deleterious. Interestingly, the average number of copies of a mutant allele one generation after its occurrence is also more extreme in the malaria life cycle (Fig. 3B). On average, after one generation, beneficial alleles leave more copies than in the WF model, and deleterious alleles leave fewer copies, suggesting that selection works more efficiently in the malaria life cycle. This result is in contrast to that expected from existing population genetic theory. It is commonly thought that, when random genetic drift increases, the selection efficiency must decrease (28). The results in Fig. 3 imply that, in the malaria life cycle, random genetic drift and selection efficiency can increase simultaneously. We tested whether the difference between the malaria life cycle and the WF model is sensitive to other parameters by varying the values of other parameters in the simulation including $a$, $e$, $P$ and $D$. The results show differences in detail, but are qualitatively consistent (Fig. S1).

**Allele frequency change on a longer time scale**

We then considered properties on a longer time scale, including the segregation time (the average time until a mutation becomes fixed or lost in the population), the time to fixation, time to loss, and the fixation probability. We treated one complete life cycle as one generation in the malaria model and compared it with one generation in the WF model. The results indicate that the
segregation time in the malaria model is shorter than in the WF model (Fig. 4A).

The mutations segregate on average for less than 8 generations in the malaria model, even when the selection coefficient is as high as 0.1, because of the enhanced genetic drift during the malaria life cycle. The shortening of the segregation time also indicates that a large proportion of segregating sites in the genome of malaria parasites are likely to be recently derived.

The time to fixation for beneficial mutations in the malaria model is shorter than that in the WF model when the selection coefficient is smaller than a threshold value, and longer for larger selection coefficients (Fig. 4B). When the selection coefficient is small, the time to fixation of beneficial mutations is shorter in the malaria model because, after a mutation becomes fixed in the population of parasites infecting one host, it benefits from a greater increment in allele frequency in each generation because of the transmission of multiple parasites between human and mosquito. However, in the simulation shown in Fig. 4B, because only the within-host selection coefficient \( (s_h \text{ or } s_m) \) is positive and the transmission coefficient \( (t_M \text{ or } t_H) \) is 0, there is no transmission advantage between hosts for a beneficial allele and this could lower the fixation time. Thus, when the selection coefficient exceeds a threshold, selection in the WF model is so efficient that fixation takes less time than in the malaria model in spite of the transmission of multiple parasites. Nevertheless, the probability of fixation of beneficial alleles in the malaria model is always smaller than that in the WF.
model (Fig. 4C) owing to the enhanced random genetic drift and the stochastic nature of parasite transmission among hosts.

The time to loss for deleterious mutations in the malaria model is also shorter than that in the WF model (Fig. 4D), suggesting that purifying selection is more efficient in the malaria model and deleterious mutations are removed from the population very quickly, hence segregating mutations in the malaria parasite are less likely to be deleterious than mutations observed in other organisms with similar effective population sizes that evolve in accord with the WF model.

We examined whether these results are sensitive to values of parameters other than the selection coefficient by varying the values of the parameters \( a \), \( e \), \( P \) and \( D \) in the simulation. The results are again qualitatively consistent and differ only quantitatively (Fig. S2).

**Preferential transmission**

It has been suggested that genetic factors influence the rate of conversion of gametocytes into male or female gametes (29). Because gametocyte differentiation is critical for forming zygotes in the mosquito host and successful transmission, transmission between hosts could be affected by mutations in the parasite genome. We therefore performed the simulations in which transmission probabilities could be altered by mutations.

When mutation only affects the transmission probability (\( t_m \)-only model in Fig. 5A), beneficial mutations have even shorter segregation times than when
selection occurs only in the host (\(s_r\)-only model), and deleterious mutations have slightly longer segregation times than in the \(s_h\)-only model (Fig. 5A). Fixation times for beneficial mutations in the \(t_m\)-only model and the \(t_m = s_h\) model are both shorter than in either the \(s_r\)-only model or the WF model (Fig. 5B), suggesting that transmission advantage or disadvantage is major determinant of the fixation time. The fixation probabilities for beneficial mutations in the \(t_m\)-only model and the \(t_m = s_h\) model are larger than in the \(s_h\)-only model, but still smaller than in the WF model (Fig. 5C). Among the three malaria models, the \(t_m = s_h\) model has the greatest efficiency for positive selection because it has higher probability of fixation and shortest time to fixation for beneficial alleles. All three malaria models show patterns that are qualitatively different from the WF model.

Site-frequency spectrum

We also simulated the site-frequency spectrum for neutral alleles when the sample size is 159, matching the number of genomes sequenced. The result shows that the malaria life cycle skews the site-frequency spectrum to the lower frequency alleles (Fig. 6). When interpreted in the WF framework, this skewing implies an increasing parasite population size. But in the simulations the parasite and host population sizes do not change; the skewing is entirely the result of the differences between the actual malaria life cycle and that assumed in the WF model. The difference is in part due to the population expansion within hosts in each generation; this makes estimation of parasite demographic history more
difficult than in other organisms, and a previous study may overestimate the population expansion (4). The simulation results also imply that intrinsic differences in evolutionary processes caused by the complex malaria life cycle alter the null distributions of tests of selection based on the site frequency spectrum (30-32). This emphasizes the importance of considering the complexities of the malaria life cycle when analyzing genomic data to infer demographic history and to identify genes under selection.

Discussion

We examined complete genome sequences of 159 malaria parasites from Senegal and observed that extraordinarily high proportion of genes (26.85% of 4395 protein-coding genes) with $\pi_N/\pi_S$ ratio greater than 1. We also observed that the site-frequency spectrum of polymorphisms was indistinguishable between synonymous and nonsynonymous sites in protein-coding genes. Our simulations demonstrate that both of these unexpected features in the data could result from the complex life cycle of malaria and its effects on allele-frequency change. In comparing the malaria life cycle with the classical WF model, we found that mutations in the parasite population segregate for a shorter time (Fig. 4A) and that, for deleterious alleles, the probability of loss is greater (Fig. 3B) and the time to loss shorter (Fig. 4D). These results suggest that purifying selection works more efficiently in the malaria life cycle. The malaria parasite shows evidence for efficient selection that affects base composition at synonymous sites and in
intergenic regions, supporting the inference that purifying selection is efficient.

For example, there are significant differences between the C/G to A/T and the A/T to C/G site-frequency spectra in the genomes of malaria parasites from Senegal (4). Because purifying selection works so efficiently in the parasite life cycle, and the probability of loss is so high, most of the segregating mutations are either very new or very nearly neutral. A corollary result is that the expected difference between the synonymous and nonsynonymous site-frequency spectra is reduced.

In addition, because of the high efficiency of purifying selection in the parasite, sites with relatively small selection coefficients could nevertheless have their ultimate fate determined by selection whereas the same selection coefficients would segregate as nearly neutral in the WF model. This finding suggests that polymorphisms at synonymous sites, which are commonly thought to be effectively neutral or under weak selection, experience more efficient selection in the malaria parasite. Although both nonsynonymous and synonymous polymorphisms are expected to be reduced in frequency due to the enhanced efficiency of selection, one expects a greater effect on synonymous sites than on nonsynonymous sites because an increased efficiency of selection will have a greater effect on slightly deleterious alleles than on strongly deleterious alleles (Fig. S3). The upshot of a greater reduction in $\pi_S$ than in $\pi_N$ is an increased proportion of genes with $\pi_N/\pi_S > 1$. It should also be noted that *P. vivax*, which has a life cycle that is similar to that of *P. falciparum*, also shows
a large number of genes with $\pi_N/\pi_S$ greater than 1 (21). The observed population genetic patterns are not likely to be due to the structure of the parasite population being divided between hosts. In a structured population with limited gene flow, the coalescence time and the level of polymorphism are expected to be higher than a random-mating population. However, because the structured population affects both synonymous and nonsynonymous sites, it does not increase $\pi_N/\pi_S$ or decrease the expected difference between synonymous and nonsynonymous site-frequency spectra due to different levels of selective constraints.

In regard to positive selection, whether the efficiency of positive selection is higher or lower with the malaria life cycle depends on the selection coefficient. When the selection coefficient is small, the time to fixation for beneficial alleles is shorter than in the WF model. When a mutation increases both the selection coefficient and the transmission probability, or when a mutation increases only the transmission probability, the time to fixation in the malaria life cycle is less than in the WF model across the whole range of simulated selection coefficients. However, it should be noted that the probability of fixation in the malaria model is less than in the WF model owing to the enhanced random genetic drift. Otto and Whitlock (1997) have studied the probability of fixation of beneficial alleles in a model with cyclical changes in population size, and they emphasize the importance of the cycle time relative to the time scale of selection. While their model yields important insights (e.g., the probability of fixation of a mutant allele depends on when in the population cycle the mutation occurs), the model does
not really apply to malaria owing to the natural population subdivision among hosts. In malaria, each infected host, and each infected vector, represents a separate local population or deme of parasites. The situation is further complicated by the fact that the selection coefficient may depend on events that take place in the host, in the host-vector transmission, in the vector, in the vector-host transmission, or in any combination of these stages.

Looking at the larger picture, random genetic drift and natural selection are two major forces that shape genetic variation. In standard population genetic models including the WF model, when population size increases, the influence of random genetic drift decreases and that of natural selection increases, and conversely (28). Our main finding reported in this paper is that, in the malaria life cycle, both random genetic drift and natural selection are intensified simultaneously. Because of the unique parasite features of multiple asexual generations, population expansion within hosts, and stochastic transmission in each iteration of the life cycle, natural selection and random genetic drift can both increase at the same time. The lack of any tradeoff between random drift and selection contrasts with classical theoretical population genetics, and it demonstrates the importance of taking the parasite life cycle into account when interpreting genomic sequence data. Many microbial populations and parasite species have population growth and population bottlenecks during their life cycles, and these species may be affected by similar dynamics. Our results also suggest that other parasite species that are transmitted among hosts with
population-size expansion within hosts may evolve in a way that is qualitatively
different from the Wright-Fisher model. Caution is therefore in order when
interpreting data based on standard population genetic methods in organisms
with unconventional life histories.

Recombination is another important force in shaping genomic variation
(33-36). In the malaria life cycle, mutation can happen in any asexual generation
within host or vector, but meiotic recombination takes place only once per life
cycle within the mosquito host. As well, the proportion of multiple infections
differs among geographical locations, and therefore the level of inbreeding differs.

Previous theoretical work has reported the effect of hitchhiking and partial selfing
on genetic variation (37), modeled the hitchhiking effect of drug-resistant alleles,
and demonstrated that selection and recombination cannot be decoupled in the
malaria life cycle (27). While the observed level of linkage disequilibrium in the
Senegal population is very low (4), the next step in the modeling will be to allow
for the possibility of mixed infections in a multilocus model to examine the relation
between transmission intensity and linkage disequilibrium.

Comparison of malaria with WF across multiple generations

It could be argued that the simulated malaria life cycle shows different
effects of drift and selection from the WF model simply because we treat multiple
asexual generations in one life cycle as one "generation." We therefore
compared the probability of loss and the average number of mutations after
multiple WF generations with the model of the malaria life cycle (Fig. S4). The comparison makes it clear that, even if we increase the generation numbers in the WF model, the malaria life cycle gives qualitatively different results from the WF model. The change in probability of loss as a function of change in selection coefficient is consistently greater in the malaria life cycle.

The finding that the discrepancies between malaria and the WF model cannot simply be remedied by redefining a "generation" in malaria is somewhat reassuring. Malaria researchers traditionally regard a single malaria "generation" as the time between sexual cycles. If the number of asexual cell divisions between sexual cycles also had to be taken into account, then certain oddities would arise. For example, applying the same logic to humans would produce a generation time in males that is substantially longer than that in females owing to the larger number of germ-cell divisions in males.

**An "effective s" for malaria?**

The effective population size of a real population is defined as the population size of an ideal population that has the same level of random genetic drift as the population of interest (12). This concept is useful when the population under consideration deviates in specified ways from the WF model. In principle, one could try to define an "effective selection coefficient" in malaria and use this to make predictions or inferences from tools based on the WF model. The effective selection coefficient for malaria would correspond to that in an ideal WF
model that has the same population dynamics as in the malaria model. To evaluate the feasibility of this approach, we identified selection coefficients in the WF model that have the same probability of loss and average number of mutations as in the malaria model (Table S1). We found that it is not possible to fit these two properties at the same time, and hence an effective selection coefficient that holds for all aspects of the population dynamics does not exist.

**Comparison with selectively neutral conditions**

Besides comparing the absolute values of time to fixation or probabilities of fixation in the two models, we also examined the ratio of these quantities in the neutral case in the malaria model versus the WF model (Fig. S5). Fig. S5 shows that both the relative time to fixation of beneficial alleles and the relative time to loss of deleterious alleles are longer in the malaria model. This difference indicates that equal transmission probability among hosts reduces the fold-difference between the neutral and selective cases. However, for deleterious mutations, the absolute time to loss is probably more relevant than the relative values because most of deleterious mutations are lost within few asexual generations in the host in which the mutation happens, and therefore neutral transmission among hosts does not play an important role. Random genetic drift (and the probability of loss) is so high that even neutral mutations are quickly lost, and the fold-difference between deleterious mutations and neutral mutations is
smaller than in the WF model. Hence, this result also supports the conclusion of
greater efficiency of purifying selection during the malaria life cycle.

In summary, this study used computer simulation to investigate the effect
of the malaria life cycle on population genetic behaviors. The results suggest that
both genetic drift and the efficiency of purifying selection are intensified by the
malaria life cycle. Because these two properties typically cannot be enhanced at
the same time in traditional models, this demonstrates the intrinsic differences
between the WF model and the malaria life cycle. Furthermore, the site-
frequency spectrum in the malaria model is more skewed toward low frequency
alleles even if the host population size remains constant. Our study suggests that
malaria life cycle itself leads to unusual patterns of polymorphism, and hence life
cycle should be considered explicitly in order to study the evolution of malaria
parasites or other organisms with similar life cycle through patterns of genetic
diversity.

Materials and Methods

Dataset and data processing

A total of 159 isolates of *P. falciparum* from Senegal were sequenced and
investigated in this study. Sample preparation method for each isolate is listed in
Table S2. Genomic DNA was sequenced using Illumina HiSeq machines and
sequence reads were aligned to the *P. falciparum* 3D7 reference genome (38)
from PlasmoDB version 9.0 (http://PlasmoDB.org) using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) 0.6.2 (39) and the SAMTools version 0.1.18 (40). Genotypes were called from the reads for each isolate separately using the GATK Unified Genotyper version 2.1-13-g1706365 (diploid mode with hard-filtering of heterozygotes) (41) because calling genotypes jointly calls more heterozygous calls in error. Picard version 1.473 was used to strip preexisting alignment annotations from BAM files prior to realigning against our chosen reference sequence, the PlasmoDB v9.0 3D7 assembly. Sites with PHRED-style GQ scores above 30 and QUAL scores above 60 were kept. Repeat-rich sequences near the telomeres of each chromosome were excluded from the analyses (Table S3) (42). Highly variable PfEMP1 (var) genes were excluded from the analyses because the reads from these genes are difficult to align to the reference genome correctly. Sequences were submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archives (SRA) under the accession numbers SRP000316, SRP000493, SRP003502, SRP007838, SRP007883, SRP007923, and SRP012397.

**Sequence analysis**

Nonsynonymous and synonymous polymorphism ($\pi_N$ and $\pi_S$) were calculated using the same method as described (4). For the analyses of synonymous and nonsynonymous site-frequency spectra and polymorphism, we only used codons where each of the three nucleotides has less than 20% missing data and less than two nucleotides are polymorphic.
Simulation

To simulate the evolution that takes into account the malaria life cycle, we used the following forward-time Monte-Carlo simulation framework (Fig. 2):

(i) Assume there are $N$ human hosts and $a \times N$ mosquito hosts, with $D$ parasites (sporozoites) transmitted from the mosquito host to the human host. The initial condition is the number of mutations in the initial parasite pool within each human host.

(ii) Within a human host, the probability of a parasite that carries a particular allele surviving from one asexual generation to the next is $P \times (1 + s_h)$, where $P$ is the probability that a parasite survives and undergoes a given round of replication and $s_h$ is selection coefficient of the allele within the human host. Whether or not a parasite does or does not undergo a round of asexual reproduction is determined by the outcome of a Bernoulli trial. Each round of parasite replication creates two daughter cells. The maximum population size within a single human host is $N_{eh}$. After the population size reaches the maximum, it stays at the same population size for $e$ additional WF generations.

(iii) The number of mosquitoes that obtain parasites (gametocytes) from each human host is based on multinomial sampling. If the mutation has a transmission advantage, the human host with the mutation has a $(1 + t_m)$-fold higher probability of transmitting gametocytes to mosquitoes. $D$
parasites (gametocytes) are transmitted from the human host to the mosquito host during each bite.

(iv) Within a mosquito host, the probability of surviving from one generation to the next is $P \times (1 + s_m)$, where $s_m$ is the selection coefficient of the allele within the mosquito host. As in step (ii) in the human host, whether or not a parasite survives and undergoes a round of replication is determined by the outcomes of a Bernoulli trial, and if parasites do reproduce, they create two daughter cells. The maximum population size within the mosquito host is $N_{eM}$. The population size increases until it reaches maximum size.

(v) The number of humans that acquire parasites (sporozoites) from each mosquito host is based on multinomial sampling. If the mutation has a transmission advantage, the mosquito host with the mutation has a $[(1 + t_h)\text{-fold}]$ higher probability to transmit sporozoites to human individuals.

(vi) Repeat steps (ii) to steps (v) until the mutation becomes lost or fixed in the entire population. Steps (ii) to (v) correspond to a “generation” in the malaria life cycle model.

We repeated the simulation 500,000 times for each initial condition. Table S4 lists all the relevant parameters and their default values. Unless stated otherwise, the default values were used in the simulations. Note especially that, while each human host can transmit parasites to multiple uninfected mosquito vectors, and each mosquito vector can infect multiple uninfected human hosts,
the model does not allow for any human host to be multiply infected by different parasite lineages. In other words, the simulation model is one of complete inbreeding. We chose complete inbreeding as the default model to mimic populations as in Senegal, where most infections are of single parasite genotypes (43). When selection takes place in the host, mixed infections would make selection even more efficient, and therefore our finding of enhanced efficiency of purifying selection would be even stronger if mixed infections were allowed. Simulations were performed using custom code written in C. This is available from the authors by request.

The results of the WF models used for comparison were also obtained by simulations. In the malaria model, we treated one complete life cycle as one generation and compared it with one generation in the WF model. We used 10,000 as the population size in the WF model because the default total parasite population size is 10,000 (10 transmitted parasites per host × 1000 hosts). The results of the WF models with population sizes $10^3$, $10^8$ and $10^{11}$ are also shown in Fig. S6. They are not qualitatively different from those obtained assume a population size of $10^4$ and hence do not significantly alter the results of comparing the WF model with the malaria model.

**Site-frequency spectrum**

To obtain the null site-frequency spectrum that takes into account the malaria life cycle, we simulated mutations and kept track of them until they
became fixed or lost in the population. Then we sampled mutations weighted by the time that they remained segregating in the population. Mutations that remain in the population longer are more likely to be sampled. After a mutation was chosen, we randomly selected one time point during the interval that the mutation was segregating in the population, and at that time point sampled 159 parasites from 159 different human hosts, and recorded the allele frequency. To minimize the computational time for simulating new mutations, we first calculated the relative probabilities of different initial conditions, and combined the site frequency spectra according to their weighted average. Initial conditions with probability less than 1/1000 of the most probable conditions contribute little to the null distribution and therefore were ignored in the analysis (see Supplementary Method for more details.).
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**Figure legends**
**Fig. 1. Synonymous and nonsynonymous site-frequency spectra.**

Synonymous and nonsynonymous site-frequency spectra are very similar (Mann-Whitney test, \( P \) value = 0.46; \( n \) for synonymous and nonsynonymous sites are 4091 and 8778, respectively). Singleton SNPs were excluded in this analysis to reduce the effect of sequencing errors.

**Fig. 2. Simulation diagram.** The simulation model is complete inbreeding because it does not allow for any human host to be multiply infected by parasite lineages from different mosquito vectors. The definitions of parameters are shown in the main text and Table S4.

**Fig. 3. Comparison of probability of loss and average number of mutations after one generation between the malaria life cycle and the WF model.** (A) Probability of loss is greater in the malaria model. (B) Average number of mutations after one generation is more extreme in the malaria model except when the mutation is neutral.

**Fig. 4. Comparison of longer time scale properties between the malaria life cycle and the WF model.** (A) Segregation time is shorter in the malaria model. (B) Time to fixation for beneficial alleles is shorter in the malaria model when the selection coefficient is smaller than threshold value (\( s = 0.01 \) under the default settings), and is greater than in the WF model if the selection coefficient exceeds
the threshold. (C) Probability of fixation of beneficial alleles in the malaria model is smaller than in the WF model, due to greater effects of random genetic drift and stochastic transmission among hosts in the malaria life cycle. (D) Time to loss of deleterious alleles is shorter in the malaria model, suggesting highly efficient purifying selection in the malaria parasite.

Fig. 5. Simulations for non-neutral transmissions. In the "s_h-only" model (red line), only s_h varies and transmission probabilities are all the same. In the "t_m-only" model (yellow line), only t_m varies and s_h are all zero. In the “t_m = s_h” model (blue line), t_m and s_h are the same. (A) In the t_m-only model, beneficial mutations have shorter segregation times and deleterious mutations have slightly longer segregation times than in the s_h-only model. (B) Fixation times for beneficial mutations in the t_m-only model and the t_m = s_h model are both shorter than in the s_h-only model as well as in the WF model. (C) The fixation probabilities for beneficial mutations in the t_m-only model and the t_m = s_h model are larger than in the s_h-only model, but still smaller than in the WF model. (D) The time to loss for deleterious mutations is shorter in the s_h-only model and the t_m = s_h model than in the t_m-only model.

Fig. 6. Allele-frequency spectrum of neutral alleles in the malaria model compared with WF. The allele-frequency spectrum in the malaria model is more skewed toward lower frequency alleles than in the WF model.